Our creative
MEDIA TEAM

Elevating your unique
brand identity

About us
We know that your brand is your biggest asset. And that
every brand has its own unique story to tell. Dedicated to
bringing these exciting stories to life, our media team at
Action Global Communications specialises in developing
online and offline narratives for clients across a range
of industries that resonate with each unique target
audience, taking on an integrated and holistic approach
to communications and design backed by a full-service
PR agency spanning over 40 markets.

Tapping into the power of
compelling content and
design is what our savvy
media experts do best.

With 48 years of experience added to that, our proficient
in-house writers, editors and designers take world class
content to new heights, delivering eye-catching copy
fusing clever and innovative graphic design and carefully
crafted editorial suited to your industry-specific needs.

We bring your key messages
& brand identity into focus to
make meaningful connections
that fuel your business success.

Bespoke Magazines

Action media doesn’t just create print publications that look really
good, we produce engaging bespoke magazines that have the
power to act as a natural extension of your brand. Our editorial
and design team know the meaning of superb content and layout,
but we take our expertise a step further, speaking out your target
audience with your brand’s unique tone of voice. No matter what
the industry or subject matter, advertisers will want to be associated
with you and target readers will be engaged from start to finish.

Brochures & themed books

Always prioritising client needs, our team is on hand
to create a wide range of tailored publications to
reinforce your corporate identity or bring to life your
unique project with a focus on custom design and
top quality editorial content.

Targetted Blogs
Not only inspiring your target audience, we spark reactions to get them talking and acting.
As part of the ongoing support provided by Action for our client’s online and offline
communications strategy around the globe, our expert team of result orientated content
writers know first-hand that content strategy correctly tuned into the specific nuances of
each market can work true magic.

With an SEO-driven approach to content marketing, we generate unique targetted
blog articles with an authentic tone to amplify your message and compel readers, while
supporting the user experience with clear calls to action and structured interest led paths.
The result? Every word on your company’s blog acts as a persuasive communication tool to
raise awareness, drive traffic, strengthen customer connections and boost sales.

My Cyprus Insider
Kanika Hotels & Resorts

PGS Lighting
Electrical

Living Color Music
& Arts Festival

Anniversary publications
100 Years of P. M. Tseriotis: A Century of Growth and Innovation

British Airways: Wings over Cyprus

Action’s media team provides bespoke publications solutions
to some of the most influential international business groups,
making unique stories heard in the most creative fashion,
with each client’s unique brand image taking centre stage.

1967 - 2007: 40 Years with the Hilton Cyprus

Testimonials
“The content of a brochure is very important when trying to
convince a customer that they should choose to buy their future
home from your company, as they have seen and read most
of it before. Action helped us write our entire brochure and
gave it a refreshing spin. They were always available if we
had any questions or comments and worked very quickly and
efficiently. We are very proud of the result and would definitely
recommend their services!”
Sophie Charalambous,
Director of Sales and Marketing, Prospecta Development

“Action’s approach was brilliant as we were given more help
than what we actually thought we needed. What I liked most
about their service was their prompt and personal touch. The
team understood our needs and helped us in projecting our
products, feelings and thoughts to the meat world.”
Armen Meserlian,
Managing Director, VRC Meatmed

“The dedication and creativity that Action’s media team
brought to the initial meetings filled us with confidence.
The modern, fresh and wonderful magazine that they
have created for us reflects the team’s aesthetic and
professionalism perfectly. Their attention to detail,
understanding of our business, and ability to go the
extra mile, makes them a pleasure to work with.”
Kiki Haida,
PR & Marketing Manager, Cyprus Airways

“The editorial team really brought the festival sprit to
life through the web content it provided. Every weekly
blog post was inspiring and fantastically written.”
Demetra Stylianou,
Coordinator, Living Color Festival

Thank You
Action Global Communications opened its doors in Nicosia in 1971, as the first dedicated
PR company in Cyprus. Today, it stands as the largest PR network in the country, and
one of the largest independent PR networks in the world. Employing 350 professionals
across the globe, its 40+ offices span three continents, from central and Eastern Europe,
the Balkans and Caucasia, to the Arab Gulf, the Middle East and Egypt in North Africa.

6 Kondilaki Street
1090, Nicosia, Cyprus
T +357 22 818884
F +357 22 873634
Visit: www.actionprgroup.com

OFFICES IN: CYPRUS (HEAD OFFICE) – ALBANIA – ALGERIA – ARMENIA – AUSTRIA – AZERBAIJAN – BAHRAIN – BELGIUM – BOSNIA – BULGARIA – CZECH REPUBLIC – CROATIA – EGYPT – ESTONIA – ETHIOPIA
GEORGIA – GREECE – HUNGARY – IRAN – IRAQ – JORDAN – KAZAKHSTAN – KOSOVO – KUWAIT – KYRGYZSTAN – LATVIA – LEBANON – LIBYA – LITHUANIA – MOLDOVA – MONTENEGRO – MOROCCO
OMAN – PAKISTAN – POLAND – QATAR –ROMANIA – RUSSIA – SAUDI ARABIA – SERBIA – SLOVAKIA – SLOVENIA – SUDAN – SYRIA – TUNISIA – UAE (GCC REGIONAL OFFICE) – UKRAINE

